In statistical prediction, classical approaches for model selection and model evaluation based on covariance penalties are still widely used. Most of the literature on this topic is based on what we call the "Fixed-X" assumption, where covariate values are assumed to be nonrandom. By contrast, it is often more reasonable to take a "Random-X" view, where the covariate values are independently drawn for both training and prediction. To study the applicability of covariance penalties in this setting, we propose a decomposition of Random-X prediction error in which the randomness in the covariates contributes to both the bias and variance components. This decomposition is general, but we concentrate on the fundamental case of least squares regression. We prove that in this setting the move from Fixed-X to Random-X prediction results in an increase in both bias and variance. When the covariates are normally distributed and the linear model is unbiased, all terms in this decomposition are explicitly computable, which yields an extension of Mallows' Cp that we call RCp. RCp also holds asymptotically for certain classes of nonnormal covariates. When the noise variance is unknown, plugging in the usual unbiased estimate leads to an approach that we call RCp, which is closely related to Sp (Tukey 1967), and GCV (Craven and Wahba 1978) . For excess bias, we propose an estimate based on the "shortcut-formula" for ordinary cross-validation (OCV), resulting in an approach we call RCp + . Theoretical arguments and numerical simulations suggest that RCp + is typically superior to OCV, though the difference is small. We further examine the Random-X error of other popular estimators. The surprising result we get for ridge regression is that, in the heavily-regularized regime, Random-X variance is smaller than Fixed-X variance, which can lead to smaller overall Random-X error.
Introduction
A statistical regression model seeks to describe the relationship between a response y ∈ R and a covariate vector x ∈ R p , based on training data comprised of paired observations (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x n , y n ). Many modern regression models are ultimately aimed at prediction: given a new covariate value x 0 , we apply the model to predict the corresponding response value y 0 . Inference on the prediction error of regression models is a central part of model evaluation and model selection in statistical learning (e.g., Hastie et al. 2009) . A common assumption that is used in the estimation of prediction error is what we call a "Fixed-X" assumption, where the training covariate values x 1 , . . . , x n are treated as fixed, i.e., nonrandom, as are the covariate values at which predictions are to be made, x 01 , . . . , x 0n , which are also assumed to equal the training values. In the Fixed-X setting, the celebrated notions of optimism and degrees of freedom lead to covariance penalty approaches to estimate the prediction performance of a model (Efron, 1986 (Efron, , 2004 Hastie et al., 2009) , extending and generalizing classical approaches like Mallows' Cp (Mallows, 1973) and AIC (Akaike, 1973) .
The Fixed-X setting is one of the most common views on regression (arguably the predominant view), and it can be found at all points on the spectrum from cutting-edge research to introductory teaching in statistics. This setting combines the following two assumptions about the problem.
(i) The covariate values x 1 , . . . , x n used in training are not random (e.g., designed), and the only randomness in training is due to the responses y 1 , . . . , y n .
(ii) The covariates x 01 , . . . , x 0n used for prediction exactly match x 1 , . . . , x n , respectively, and the corresponding responses y 01 , . . . , y 0n are independent copies of y 1 , . . . , y n , respectively.
Relaxing assumption (i), i.e., acknowledging randomness in the training covariates x 1 , . . . , x n , and taking this randomness into account when performing inference on estimated parameters and fitted models, has received a good deal of attention in the literature. But, as we see it, assumption (ii) is the critical one that needs to be relaxed in most realistic prediction setups. To emphasize this, we define two settings beyond the Fixed-X one, that we call the "Same-X" and "Random-X" settings. The Same-X setting drops assumption (i), but does not account for new covariate values at prediction time. The Random-X setting drops both assumptions, and deals with predictions at new covariates values. These will be defined more precisely in the next subsection.
Notation and assumptions
We assume that the training data (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x n , y n ) are i.i.d. according to some joint distribution P . This is an innocuous assumption, and it means that we can posit a relationship for the training data,
where f (x) = E(y|x), and the expectation here is taken with respect to a draw (x, y) ∼ P . We also assume that for (x, y) ∼ P , = y − f (x) is independent of x,
which is less innocuous, and precludes, e.g., heteroskedasticity in the data. We let σ 2 = Var(y|x) denote the constant conditional variance. It is worth pointing out that some results in this paper can be adjusted or modified to hold when (2) is not assumed; but since other results hinge critically on (2), we find it is more convenient to assume (2) up front.
For brevity, we write Y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) ∈ R n for the vector of training responses, and X ∈ R n×p for the matrix of training covariates with ith row x i , i = 1, . . . , n. We also write Q for the marginal distribution of x when (x, y) ∼ P , and Q n = Q × · · · × Q (n times) for the distribution of X when its n rows are drawn i.i.d. from Q. We denote byỹ i an independent copy of y i , i.e., an independent draw from the conditional law of y i |x i , for i = 1, . . . , n, and we abbreviateỸ = (ỹ 1 , . . . ,ỹ n ) ∈ R n . These are the responses considered in the Same-X setting, defined below. We denote by (x 0 , y 0 ) an independent draw from P . This the covariate-response pair evaluated in the Random-X setting, also defined below. Now consider a model building procedure that uses the training data (X, Y ) to build a prediction functionf n : R p → R. We can associate to this procedure two notions of prediction error:
and ErrR = E X,Y,x0,y0 y 0 −f n (x 0 ) 2 , where the subscripts on the expectations highlight the random variables over which expectations are taken. (We omit subscripts when the scope of the expectation is clearly understood by the context.)
The Same-X and Random-X settings differ only in the quantity we use to measure prediction error: in Same-X, we use ErrS, and in Random-X, we use ErrR. We call ErrS the Same-X prediction error and ErrR the Random-X prediction error, though we note these are also commonly called in-sample and out-of-sample prediction error, respectively. We also note that by exchangeability, ErrS = E X,Y,ỹ1 ỹ 1 −f n (x 1 ) 2 .
Lastly, the Fixed-X setting is defined by the same model assumptions as above, but with x 1 , . . . , x n viewed as nonrandom, i.e., we assume the responses are drawn from (1), with the errors being i.i.d. We can equivalently view this as the Same-X setting, but where we condition on x 1 , . . . , x n . In the Fixed-X setting, prediction error is defined by
(Without x 1 , . . . , x n being random, the terms in the sum above are no longer exchangeable, and so ErrF does not simplify as ErrS did.)
Related work
From our perpsective, much of the work encountered in statistical modeling takes a Fixed-X view, or when treating the covariates as random, a Same-X view. Indeed, when concerned with parameter estimates and parameter inferences in regression models, the randomness of new prediction points plays no role, and so the Same-X view seems entirely appropriate. But, when focused on prediction, the Random-X view seems more realistic as a study ground for what happens in most applications. On the other hand, while the Fixed-X view is common, the Same-X and Random-X views have not exactly been ignored, either, and several groups of researchers in statistics, but also in machine learning and econometrics, fully adopt and argue for such random covariate views. A scholarly and highly informative treatment of how randomness in the covariates affects parameter estimates and inferences in regression models is given in Buja et al. (2014 Buja et al. ( , 2016 . We also refer the reader to these papers for a nice review of the history of work in statistics and econometrics on random covariate models. It is also worth mentioning that in nonparametric regression theory, it is common to treat the covariates as random, e.g., the book by Gyorfi et al. (2002) , and the random covariate view is the standard in what machine learning researchers call statistical learning theory, e.g., the book by Vapnik (1998) . Further, a stream of recent papers in high-dimensional regression adopt a random covariate perspective, to give just a few examples: Greenshtein and Ritov (2004); Chatterjee (2013) ; Dicker (2013); Hsu et al. (2014) ; Dobriban and Wager (2015) .
In discussing statistical models with random covariates, one should differentiate between what may be called the "i.i.d. pairs" model and "signal-plus-noise" model. The former assumes i.i.d. draws (x i , y i ), i = 1, . . . , n from a common distribution P , or equivalently i.i.d. draws from the model (1); the latter assumes i.i.d. draws from (1), and additionally assumes (2). The additional assumption (2) is not a light one, and it does not allow for, e.g., heteroskedasticity. The books by Vapnik (1998) ; Gyorfi et al. (2002) assume the i.i.d. pairs model, and do not require (2) (though their results often require a bound on the maximum of Var(y|x) over all x.)
More specifically related to the focus of our paper is the seminal work of Breiman and Spector (1992) , who considered Random-X prediction error mostly from an intuitive and empirical point of view. A major line of work on practical covariance penalties for Random-X prediction error in least squares regression begins with Stein (1960) and Tukey (1967) , and continues onwards throughout the late 1970s and early 1980s with Hocking (1976) ; Thompson (1978a,b) ; Breiman and Freedman (1983) . Some more recent contributions are found in Leeb (2008); Dicker (2013) . A common theme to these works is the assumption that (x, y) is jointly normal. This is a strong assumption, and is one that we avoid in our paper (though for some results we assume x is marginally normal); we will discuss comparisons to these works later. Through personal communication, we are aware of work in progress by Larry Brown, Andreas Buja, and coauthors on a variant of Mallows' Cp for a setting in which covariates are random. It is out understanding that they take somewhat of a broader view than we do in our proposals RCp, RCp, RCp + , each designed for a more specific scenario, but resort to asymptotics in order to do so.
Finally, we must mention that an important alternative to covariance penalties for Random-X model evaluation and selection are resampling-based techniques, like cross-validation and bootstrap methods (e.g., Efron 2004; Hastie et al. 2009 ). In particular, ordinary leave-one-out cross-validation or OCV evaluates a model by actually building n separate prediction models, each one using n − 1 observations for training, and one held-out observation for model evaluation. OCV naturally provides an almost-unbiased estimate of Random-X prediction error of a modeling approach ("almost", since training set sizes are n − 1 instead of n), albeit, at a somewhat high price in terms of variance and inaccuracy (e.g., see Burman 1989; Hastie et al. 2009 ). Altogether, OCV is an important benchmark for comparing the results of any proposed Random-X model evaluation approach.
2 Decomposing and estimating prediction error
Bias-variance decompositions
Consider first the Fixed-X setting, where x 1 , . . . , x n are nonrandom. Recall the well-known decomposition of Fixed-X prediction error (e.g., Hastie et al. 2009 ):
where the latter two terms on the right-hand side above are called the (squared) bias and variance of the estimatorf n , respectively. In the Same-X setting, the same decomposition holds conditional on x 1 , . . . , x n . Integrating out over x 1 , . . . , x n , and using exchangeability, we conclude
The last two terms on the right-hand side above are integrated bias and variance terms associated withf n , which we denote by B and V , respectively. Importantly, whenever the Fixed-X variance of the estimatorf n in question is unaffected by the form of f (x) = E(y|x) (e.g., as is the case in least squares regression), then so is the integrated variance V . For Random-X, we can condition on x 1 , . . . , x n and x 0 , and then use similar arguments to yield the decomposition
For reasons that will become clear in what follows, it suits our purpose to rearrange this as
We call the quantities in (4), (5) the excess bias and excess variance off n ("excess" here referring to the extra amount of bias and variance that can be attributed to the randomness of x 0 ), denoted by B + and V + , respectively. We note that, by construction,
thus, e.g., B + + V + ≥ 0 implies the Random-X (out-of-sample) prediction error off n is no smaller than its Same-X (in-sample) prediction error. Moreover, as ErrS is easily estimated following standard practice for estimating ErrF, discussed next, we see that estimates or bounds B + , V + lead to estimates or bounds on ErrR.
Optimism for Fixed-X and Same-X
Starting with the Fixed-X setting again, we recall the definition of optimism, e.g., as in Efron (1986 Efron ( , 2004 ; Hastie et al. (2009) 
which is the difference in prediction error and training error. Optimism can also be expressed as the following elegant sum of self-influence terms,
and furthermore, under a normal regression model (i.e., the data model (1) with ∼ N (0, σ 2 )) and some regularity conditions onf n (i.e., continuity and almost differentiability as a function of y),
which is often called Stein's formula (Stein, 1981) .
Optimism is an interesting and important concept because an unbiased estimate OptF of OptF (say, from Stein's formula or direct calculation) leads to an unbiased estimate of prediction error:
Whenf n is given by the least squares regression of Y on X (and X has full column rank), so that
. . , n, it is not hard to check that OptF = 2σ 2 p/n. This is exact and hence "even better" than an unbiased estimate; plugging in this result above for OptF gives us Mallows' Cp (Mallows, 1973) .
In the Same-X setting, optimism can be defined similarly, except additionally integrated over the distribution of x 1 , . . . , x n ,
Some simple results immediately follow.
is an unbiased estimator of OptF in the Fixed-X setting, for any X in the support of Q n , then it is also unbiased for OptS in the Same-X setting.
(ii) If OptF in the Fixed-X setting does not depend on X (e.g., as is true in least squares regression), then it is equal to OptS in the Same-X setting.
Some consequences of this proposition are as follows.
• For the least squares regression estimator of Y on X (and X having full column rank almost surely under Q n ), we have OptF = OptS = 2σ 2 p/n.
• For a linear smoother, wheref n (
. . , n and we denote by S(X) ∈ R n×n the matrix with rows s(x 1 ), . . . , s(x n ), we have (by direct calculation) OptF = 2σ 2 tr(S(X))/n and OptS = 2σ 2 E X [tr(S(X))]/n.
• For the lasso regression estimator of Y on X (and X being in general position almost surely under Q n ), and a normal data model (i.e., the model in (1), (2) with ∼ N (0, σ 2 )), Zou et al. (2007) ; Tibshirani and Taylor (2012) ; Tibshirani (2013) prove that for any value of the lasso tuning parameter λ > 0 and any X, the Fixed-X optimism is just OptF = 2σ 2 E Y |A λ (X, Y )|/n, where A λ (X, Y ) is the active set at the lasso solution at λ and |A λ (X, Y )| is its size; therefore we also have OptS = 2σ
Overall, we conclude that for the estimation of prediction error, the Same-X setting is basically identical to Fixed-X. We will see next that the situation is different for Random-X.
Optimism for Random-X
For the definition of Random-X optimism, we have to now integrate over all sources of uncertainty,
The definitions of OptS, OptR are both given by a type of prediction error (Same-X or Random-X) minus training error, and there is just one common way to define training error. Hence, by subtracting training error from both sides in the decomposition (3), (4), (5), we obtain the relationship:
where B + , V + are the excess bias and variance as defined in (4), (5), respectively. As a consequence of our definitions, Random-X optimism is tied to Same-X optimism by excess bias and variance terms, as in (6). The practical utility of this relationship: an unbiased estimate of Same-X optimism (which, as pointed out in the last subsection, follows straightforwardly from an unbiased estimate of Fixed-X optimism), combined with estimates of excess bias and variance, leads to an estimate for Random-X prediction error.
Excess bias and variance for least squares regression
In this section, we examine the case whenf n is defined by least squares regression of Y on X, where we assume X has full column rank (or, when viewed as random, has full column rank almost surely under its marginal distribution Q n ).
3.1 Nonnegativity of B + , V + Our first result concerns the signs of B + and V + .
Theorem 1. Forf n the least squares regression estimator, we have both B + ≥ 0 and V + ≥ 0.
Proof. We prove the result separately for V + and B + .
Nonnegativity of V + . For a function g : R p → R, we will write g(X) = (g(x 1 ), . . . , g(x n )) ∈ R n , the vector whose components are given by applying g to the rows of X. Letting X 0 ∈ R n×p be a matrix of test covariate values, whose rows are i.i.d. draws from Q, we note that excess variance in (5) can be equivalently expressed as
Note that the second term here is just
where in the first equality we used the independence of X and X 0 , and in the second equality we used the identical distribution of X and X 0 . Now, by a result of Groves and Rothenberg (1969) , we
−1 is positive semidefinite. Thus we have
This proves V + ≥ 0.
Nonnegativity of B + . This result is actually a special case of Theorem 4, and its proof follows from the proof of the latter.
An immediate consequence of this, from the relationship between Random-X and Same-X prediction error in (3), (4), (5), is the following. Corollary 1. Forf n the least squares regression estimator, we have ErrR ≥ ErrS.
This simple result, that the Random-X (out-of-sample) prediction error is always larger than the Same-X (in-sample) prediction error for least squares regression, is perhaps not suprising; however, we have not been able to find it proven elsewhere in the literature at the same level of generality. We emphasize that our result only assumes (1), (2) and places no other assumptions on the distribution of errors, distribution of covariates, or the form of f (x) = E(y|x).
We also note that, while this relationship may seem obvious, it is in fact not universal. Later in Section 6.2, we show that the excess variance V + in heavily-regularized ridge regression is guaranteed to be negative, and this can even lead to ErrR < ErrS.
Exact calculation of V + for normal covariates
Beyond the nonnegativity of B + , V + , it is actually easy to quantify V + exactly in the case that the covariates follow a normal distribution.
Theorem 2. Assume that Q = N (0, Σ), where Σ ∈ R p×p is invertible, and p < n − 1. Then for the least squares regression estimator,
Proof. As the rows of X are i.i.d. from N (0, Σ), we have X T X ∼ W (Σ, n), which denotes a Wishart distribution with n degrees of freedom, and so E(
, denoting an inverse Wishart with n degrees of freedom, and hence E[(X T X)
. From the arguments in the proof of Theorem 1,
completing the proof.
Interestingly, as we see, the excess variance V + does not depend on the covariance matrix Σ in the case of normal covariates. Moreover, we stress that (as a consequence of our decomposition and definition of B + , V + ), the above calculation does not rely on linearity of f (x) = E(y|x). When f (x) is linear, i.e., the linear model is unbiased, it is not hard to see that B + = 0, and the next result follows from (6).
Corollary 2. Assume the conditions of Theorem 2, and further, assume that f (x) = x T β, a linear function of x. Then for the least squares regression estimator,
For the unbiased case considered in Corollary 2, the same result can be found in previous works, in particular in Dicker (2013), where it is proven in the appendix. It is also similar to older results from Stein (1960) ; Tukey (1967); Hocking (1976) ; Thompson (1978a,b) , which assume the pair (x, y) is jointly normal (and thus also assume the linear model to be unbiased). We return to these older classical results in the next section. When bias is present, our decomposition is required, so that the appropriate result would still apply to V + .
Asymptotic calculation of V + for nonnormal covariates
Using standard results from random matrix theory, the result of Theorem 2 can be generalized to an asymptotic result over a wide class of distributions.
1
Theorem 3. Assume that x ∼ Q is generated as follows: we draw z ∈ R p , having i.i.d. components z i ∼ F , i = 1, . . . , p, where F is any distribution with zero mean and unit variance, and then set x = Σ 1/2 z, where Σ ∈ R p×p is positive definite and Σ 1/2 is its symmetric square root. Consider an asymptotic setup where p/n → γ ∈ (0, 1) as n → ∞. Then
Proof. Denote by X n = Z n Σ 1/2 the training covariate matrix, where Z n has rows z 1 , . . . , z n , and we use subscripts of X n , Z n to denote the dependence on n in our asymptotic calculations below. Then as in the proof of Theorem 1,
The second equality used the relationship X n = Z n Σ 1/2 , and the third equality used the fact that the entries of Z n are i.i.d. with mean 0 and variance 1. This confirms that V + does not depend on the covariance matrix Σ.
Further, by the Marchenko-Pastur theorem, the distribution of eigenvalues λ 1 , . . . , λ p of Z T n Z n /n converges to a fixed law, independent of F ; more precisely, the random measure µ n , defined by
converges weakly to the Marchenko-Pastor law µ. We note that µ has density bounded away from zero when γ < 1. As the eigenvalues of n(Z T n Z n ) −1 are simply 1/λ 1 , . . . , 1/λ p , we also have that the random measureμ n , defined byμ
converges to a fixed law, call itμ. Denoting the mean ofμ by m, we now have
As this same asymptotic limit, independent of F , must agree with specific the case in which F = N (0, 1), we can conclude from Theorem 2 that m = γ/(1 − γ), which proves the result.
The next result is stated for completeness.
Corollary 3. Assume the conditions of Theorem 3, and moreover, assume that the linear model is unbiased for n large enough. Then
It should be noted that the requirement of Theorem 3 that the covariate vector x be expressible as Σ 1/2 z with the entries of z i.i.d. is not a minor one, and limits the set of covariate distributions for which this result applies, as has been discussed in the literature on random matrix theory (e.g., El Karoui 2009). In particular, left multiplication by the square root matrix Σ 1/2 performs a kind of averaging operation. Consequently, the covariates x can either have long-tailed distributions, or have complex dependence structures, but not both, since then the averaging will mitigate any long tail of the distribution F . In our simulations in Section 5, we examine some settings that combine both elements, and indeed the value of V + in such settings can deviate substantially from what this theory suggests.
Covariance penalties for Random-X least squares
We maintain the setting of the last section, takingf n to be the least squares regression estimator of Y on X, where X has full column rank (almost surely under its marginal distribution Q).
A Random-X version of Mallows' Cp
Let us denote RSS = Y −f n (X) 2 2 , and recall Mallows' Cp (Mallows, 1973) , which is defined as Cp = RSS/n + 2σ 2 p/n. The results in Theorems 2 and 3 lead us to define the following generalized covariance penalty criterion we term RCp:
An asymptotic approximation is given by RCp ≈ RSS/n + σ 2 γ(2 + γ/(1 − γ)), in a problem scaling where p/n → γ ∈ (0, 1).
RCp is an unbiased estimate of Random-X prediction error when the linear model is unbiased and the covariates are normally distributed, and an asymptotically unbiased estimate of Random-X prediction error when the conditions of Theorem 3 hold. As we demonstrate below, it is also quite an effective measure, in the sense that it has much lower variance (in the appropriate settings for the covariate distributions) compared to other almost-unbiased measures of Random-X prediction error, such as OCV (ordinary leave-one-out cross-validation) and GCV (generalized cross-validation). However, in addition to the dependence on the covariate distribution as in Theorems 2 and 3, two other major drawbacks to the use of RCp in practice should be acknowledged.
(i) The assumption that σ 2 is known. This obviously affects the use of Cp in Fixed-X situations as well, as has been noted in the literature.
(ii) The assumption of no bias. It is critical to note here the difference from Fixed-X or Same-X situations, where OptS (i.e., Cp) is independent of the bias in the model and must only correct for the "overfitting" incurred by model fitting. In contrast, in Random-X, the existence of B + , which is a component of OptR not captured by the training error, requires taking it into account in the penalty, if we hope to obtain low-bias estimates of prediction error. Moreover, it is often desirable to assume nothing about the form of the true model f (x) = E(y|x), hence it seems unlikely that theoretical considerations like those presented in Theorems 2 and 3 can lead to estimates of B + .
We now propose enhancements that deal with each of these problems separately.
Accounting for unknown σ 2 in unbiased least squares
Here, we assume that the linear model is unbiased, f (x) = x T β, but the variance σ 2 of the noise in (1) is unknown. In the Fixed-X setting, it is customary to replace σ 2 in covariance penalty approach like Cp with the unbiased estimateσ 2 = RSS/(n − p). An obvious choice is to also useσ 2 in place of σ 2 in RCp, leading to a generalized covariance penalty criterion we call RCp:
.
An asymptotic approximation, under the scaling p/n → γ ∈ (0, 1), is RCp ≈ RSS/(n(1 − γ) 2 ). This penalty, as it turns out, is exactly equivalent to the Sp criterion of Tukey (1967); Sclove (1969) ; see also Stein (1960); Hocking (1976) ; Thompson (1978a,b) . These authors all studied the case in which (x, y) is jointly normal, and therefore the linear model is assumed correct for the full model and any submodel. The asymptotic approximation, on other hand, is equivalent to the GCV (generalized cross-validation) criterion of Craven and Wahba (1978) ; Golub et al. (1979) , though the motivation behind the derivation of GCV is somewhat different.
Comparing RCp to RCp as a model evaluation criterion, we can see the price of estimating σ 2 as opposed to knowing it, in their asymptotic approximations. Their expectations are similar when the linear model is true, but the variance of (the asymptotic form) of RCp is roughly 1/(1 − γ) 4 times larger than that of (the asymptotic form) of RCp. So when, e.g., γ = 0.5, the price of not knowing σ 2 translates roughly into a 16-fold increase in the variance of the model evaluation metric. This is clearly demonstrated in our simulation results in the next section.
Accounting for bias and estimating B +
Next, we move to assuming nothing about the underlying regression function f (x) = E(y|x), and we examine methods that account for the resulting bias B + . First we consider the behavior of RCp (or equivalently Sp) in the case that bias is present. Though this criterion was not designed to account for bias at all, we will see it still performs an inherent bias correction. A straightforward calculation shows that in this case E X,Y RSS = (n − p)σ 2 + nB,
2 /n, generally nonzero in the current setting, and thus
the last step using an asymptotic approximation, under the scaling p/n → γ ∈ (0, 1). Note that the second term on the right-hand side above is the (rough) implicit estimate of integrated Random-X bias used by RCp, which is larger than the integrated Same-X bias B by a factor of 1/(1 − γ)
2 . Put differently, RCp implicitly assumes that B + is (roughly) 1/(1 − γ) 2 − 1 times as big as the Same-X bias. We see no reason to believe that this relationship (between Random-X and Same-X biases) is generally correct, but it is not totally naive either, as we will see empirically that RCp still provides reasonably good estimates of Random-X prediction error in biased situations in Section 5. A partial explanation is available through a connection to OCV, as discussed, e.g., in the derivation of GCV in Craven and Wahba (1978) . We return to this issue in Section 8.
We describe a more principled approach to estimating the integrated Random-X bias, B + B + , assuming knowledge of σ 2 , and leveraging a bias estimate implicit to OCV. Recall that OCV builds n models, each time leaving one observation out, applying the fitted model to that observation, and using these n holdout predictions to estimate prediction error. Thus it gives us an almost-unbiased estimate of Random-X prediction error ErrR ("almost", because its training sets are all of size n − 1 rather than n). For least squares regression (and other estimators), the well-known "shortcut-trick" for OCV (e.g., Wahba 1990; Hastie et al. 2009 ) allows us to represent the OCV residuals in terms of weighted training residuals. Writef
for the least squares estimator trained on all but (x i , y i ), and h ii the ith diagonal element of X(X T X) −1 X T , for i = 1, . . . , n. Then this trick tells us that
which can be checked by applying the Sherman-Morrison update formula for relating the inverse of a matrix to the inverse of its rank-one pertubation. Hence the OCV error can be expressed as
Taking an expectation conditional on X, we find that
where the second line uses Var(
is an almost-unbiased estimate of the integrated Random-X prediction bias, B + B + (it is almostunbiased, due to the almost-unbiased status of OCV as an estimate of Random-X prediction error).
Meanwhile, an unbiased estimate of the integrated Same-X prediction bias B is
Subtracting the last display from the second to last delivers
an almost-unbiased estimate of the excess bias B + . We now define a generalized covariance penalty criterion that we call RCp + by adding this to RCp:
It is worth pointing out that, like RCp and RCp, RCp + assumes that we are in a setting covered by Theorem 2 or asymptotically by Theorem 3, as it takes advantage of the value of V + prescribed by these theorems.
A key question, of course, is: what have we achieved by moving from OCV to RCp + , i.e., can we explicitly show that RCp + is preferable to OCV for estimating Random-X prediction error when its assumptions hold? We give a partial positive answer next.
Comparing RCp
+ and OCV
As already discussed, OCV is by an almost-unbiased estimate of Random-X prediction error (or an unbiased estimate of Random-X prediction error for the procedure in question, here least squares, applied to a training set of size n − 1). The decomposition in (8) demonstrates its variance and bias components, respectively, conditional on X. It should be emphasized that OCV has the significant advantage over RCp + of not requiring knowledge of σ 2 or assumptions on Q. Assuming that σ 2 is known and Q is well-behaved, we can compare the two criteria for estimating Random-X prediction error in least squares.
OCV is generally slightly conservative as an estimate of Random-X prediction error, as models trained on more observations are generally expected to be better. RCp + does not suffer from such slight conservativeness in the variance component, relying on the integrated variance from theory, and in that regard it may already be seen as an improvement. However we will choose to ignore this issue of conservativeness, as the difference in training on n − 1 versus n observations is clearly small when n is large. Thus, we can approximate the mean squared error or MSE of each method, as an estimate of Random-X prediction error, as
where these two approximations would be equalities if OCV and RCp + were exactly unbiased estimates of ErrR. Note that conditioned on X, the difference between OCV and RCp + , is nonrandom (conditioned on X, all diagonal entries h ii , i = 1, . . . , p are nonrandom). Hence E X Var(OCV|X) = E X Var(RCp + |X), and we are left to compare Var X E(OCV|X) and Var X E(RCp + |X), according to the (approximate) expansions above, to compare the MSEs of OCV and RCp + . Denote the two terms in (8) by v(X) and b(X), respectively, so that E(OCV|X) = v(X) + b(X) can be viewed as a decomposition into variance and bias components, and note that by construction
It seems reasonable to believe that Var X E(OCV|X) ≥ Var X E(RCp + |X) would hold in most cases, thus RCp + would be no worse than OCV. One situation in which this occurs is the case when the linear model is unbiased, hence b(X) = 0 and consequently Var X E(RCp
This means that choices of X that give large variance tend to also give large bias, which seems reasonable to assume and indeed appears to be true in our experiments. But, this covariance depends on the underlying mean function f (x) = E(y|x) in complicated ways, and at the moment it eludes rigorous analysis.
Simulations for least squares regression
We empirically study the decomposition of Random-X prediction error into its various components for least squares regression in different problem settings, and examine the performance of the various model evaluation criteria in these settings. The only criterion which is assumption-free and should invariably give unbiased estimates of Random-X prediction error is OCV (modulo the slight bias in using n − 1 rather than n training observations). Thus we may consider OCV as the "gold standard" approach, and we will hold the other methods up to its standard under different conditions, either when the assumptions they use hold or are violated.
Before diving into the details, here is a high-level summary of the results: RCp performs very well in unbiased settings (when the mean is linear), but very poorly in biased ones (when the mean is nonlinear); RCp + and RCp peform well overall, with RCp having an advantage and even holding a small advantage over OCV, in essentially all settings, unbiased and biased. This is perhaps a bit surprising since RCp is not designed to account for bias, but then again, not as surprising once we recall that RCp is closely related to GCV.
We perform experiments in a total of six data generating mechanisms, based on three different distributions Q for the covariate vector x, and two models for f (x) = E(y|x), one unbiased (linear) and the other biased (nonlinear). The three generating models for x are as follows.
• Normal. We choose Q = N (0, Σ), where Σ is block-diagonal, containing five blocks such that all variables in a block have pairwise correlation 0.9.
• Uniform. We define Q by taking N (0, Σ) as above, then apply the inverse normal distribution function componentwise. In other words, this can be seen as a Gaussian copula with uniform marginals.
• t(4). We define Q by taking N (0, Σ) as above, then adjust the marginal distributions appropriately, again a Gaussian copula with t(4) marginals.
Note that Theorem 2 covers the normal setting (and in fact, the covariance matrix Σ plays no role in the RCp estimate), while the uniform and t(4) settings do not comply with either Theorems 2 or 3. Also, the latter two settings differ considerably in the nature of the distribution Q: finite support versus long tails, respectively. The two generating models for y|x both use ∼ N (0, 20 2 ), but differ in the specification for the mean function f (x) = E(y|x), as follows.
• Unbiased. We set f (x) = p j=1 x j .
• Biased. We set f (x) = C p j=1 |x j |. The simulations discussed in the coming subsections all use n = 100 training observations. In the "high-dimensional" case, we use p = 50 variables and C = 0.75, while in the "low-dimensional, extreme bias" case, we use p = 10 and C = 100. In both cases, we use a test set of 10 4 observations to evaluate Random-X quantities like ErrR, B + , V + . Lastly, all figures show results averaged over 5000 repetitions.
The components of Random-X prediction error
We empirically evaluate B, V, B + , V + for least squares regression fitted in the six settings (three for the distribution of x times two for E(y|x)) in the high-dimensional case, with n = 100 and p = 50. The results are shown in Figure 1 . We can see the value of V + implied by Theorem 2 is extremely accurate for the normal setting, and also very accurate for the short-tailed uniform setting. However for the t(4) setting, the value of V + is quite a bit higher than what the theory implies. In terms of bias, we observe that for the biased settings the value of B + is bigger than the Same-X bias B, and so it must be taken into account if we hope to obtain reasonable estimates of Random-X prediction error ErrR. Figure 1: Decomposition of Random-X prediction error into its reducible components: Same-X bias B, Same-X variance V , excess bias B + , and excess variance V + , in the "high-dimensional" case with n = 100 and p = 50.
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Comparison of performances in estimating prediction error
Next we compare the performance of the proposed criteria for estimating the Random-X prediction error of least squares over the six simulation settings. The results in Figures 2 and 3 correspond to the "high-dimensional" case with n = 100 and p = 50 and the "low-dimensional, extreme bias" case with n = 100 and p = 10, respectively. Displayed are the MSEs in estimating the Random-X prediction error, relative to OCV; also, the MSE for each method are broken down into squared bias and variance components.
In the high-dimensional case in Figure 2 , we see that for the true linear models (three leftmost scenarios), RCp has by far the lowest MSE in estimating Random-X prediction error, much better than OCV. For the normal and uniform covariate distributions, it also has no bias in estimating this error, as warranted by Theorem 2 for the normal setting. For the t(4) distribution, there is already significant bias in the prediction error estimates generated by RCp, as is expected from the results in Figure 1 ; however, if the linear model is correct then we see RCp still has three-to five-fold lower MSE compared to all other methods. The situation changes dramatically when bias is added (three rightmost scenarios). Now, RCp is by far the worse method, failing completely to account for large B + , and its relative MSE compared to OCV reaches as high as 10. As for RCp + and RCp in the high-dimensional case, we see that RCp + indeed has lower error than OCV under the normal models as argued in Section 4.4, and also in the uniform models. This is true regardless of the presence of bias. The difference, however is small: between 0.1% and 0.7%. In these settings, we can see RCp has even lower MSE than RCp + , with no evident bias in dealing with the biased models. For the long-tailed t(4) distribution, both RCp and RCp + suffer some bias in estimating prediction error, as expected. Interestingly, in the nonlinear model with t(4) covariates (rightmost scenario), RCp does suffer significant bias in estimating prediction error, as opposed to RCp + . However, this bias does not offset the increased variance due to RCp + /OCV. In the low-dimensional case in Figure 3 , many of the same conclusions apply: RCp does well if the linear model is correct, even with the long-tailed covariate distribution, but fails completely in the presence of nonlinearity. Also, RCp + performs almost identically to OCV throughout. The most important distinction is the failure of RCp in the normal covariate, biased setting, where it suffers significant bias in estimating the prediction error (see circled region in the plot). This demonstrates that the heuristic correction for B + employed by RCp can fail when the linear model does not hold, as opposed to RCp + and OCV. We discuss this further in Section 8.
The effects of ridge regularization
In this section, we examine ridge regression, which behaves similarly in some ways to least squares regression, and differently in others. In particular, like least squares, it has nonnegative excess bias, but unlike least squares, it can have negative excess variance, increasingly so for larger amounts of regularization. These results are established in the subsections below, where we study excess bias and variance separately. Throughout, we will writef n for the estimator from the ridge regression of Y on X, i.e., f n (x) = x T (X T X + λI) −1 X T Y , where the tuning parameter λ > 0 is considered arbitrary (and for simplicity, we make the dependence off n on λ implicit). When λ = 0, we must assume that X has full column rank (almost surely under its marginal distribution Q n ), but when λ > 0, no assumption is needed on X.
Nonnegativity of B
+
We prove an extension to the excess bias result in Theorem 1 for least squares regression that the excess bias in ridge regression is nonnegative.
Theorem 4. Forf n the ridge regression estimator, we have B + ≥ 0.
Proof. This result is actually itself a special case of Theorem 6; the latter is phrased in somewhat of a different (functional) notation, so for concreteness, we give a direct proof of the result for ridge regression here. Let X 0 ∈ R n×p be a matrix of test covariate values, with rows i.i.d. from Q, and let Y 0 ∈ R n be a vector of associated test response value. Then excess bias in (4) can be written as
. Recalling the optimization problem underlying ridge regression, we thus have
An analogous statement holds forf 0n , which we write to denote the result from the ridge regression
By optimality of X 0 β 0n for the minimization problem in the last display,
and taking an expectation over X, X 0 gives
where in the last line we used the fact that (X, Y ) and (X 0 , Y 0 ) are identical in distribution. Cancelling out the common term of λ E X β n 2 2 in the first and third lines above establishes the result, since E(f n (X 0 ) | X, X 0 ) = X 0 β n and E(f n (X) | X) = Xβ n .
Negativity of V
+ for large λ
Here we present two complementary results on the variance side.
Proposition 2. Forf n the ridge regression estimator, the integrated Random-X prediction variance,
is a nonincreasing function of λ.
Proof. As in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 4, let X 0 ∈ R n×p be a test covariate matrix, and notice that we can write the integrated Random-X variance as
For a given value of X, X 0 , we have
where the second line uses an eigendecomposition X T X = U DU T , with U ∈ R p×p having orthonormal columns u 1 , . . . , u p and
. Taking a derivative with respect to λ, we see
the inequality due to the fact that tr(AB) ≥ 0 if A, B are positive semidefinite matrices. Taking an expectation and switching the order of integration and differentiation (which is possible because the integrand is a continuously differentiable function of λ > 0) gives
The proposition shows that adding regularization guarantees a decrease in variance for Random-X prediction. The same is true of the variance in Same-X prediction. However, as we show next, as the amount of regularization increases these two variances decrease at different rates, a phenomenon that manifests itself in the fact that and the Random-X prediction variance is guaranteed to be smaller than the Same-X prediction variance for large enough λ.
Theorem 5. Forf n the ridge regression estimator, the integrated Same-X prediction variance and integrated Random-X prediction variance both approach zero as λ → ∞. Moreover, the limit of their ratio satisfies
the last inequality reducing to an equality if and only if x ∼ Q is deterministic and has no variance.
Proof. Again, as in the proof of the last proposition as well as Theorems 1 and 4, let X 0 ∈ R n×p be a test covariate matrix, and write the integrated Same-X and Random-X prediction variances as
respectively. From the arguments in the proof of Proposition 2, letting X T X = U DU T be an eigendecomposition with U ∈ R p×p having orthonormal columns u 1 , . . . , u p and
where in the second line we used the dominated convergence theorem to exchange the limit and the expectation (since
. Similar arguments show that the integrated Same-X prediction variance also tends to zero. Now we consider the limiting ratio of the integrated variances,
where the last line holds provided that the numerator and denominator both converge to finite nonzero limits, as will be confirmed by our arguments below. We study the numerator first. Noting that
Here, in the first line, we applied the dominated convergence theorem as previously, in the third we used the independence of X, X 0 , and in the last we used the identical distribution of X, X 0 . Similar arguments lead to the conclusion for the denominator
and thus we have shown that
as desired. To see that the ratio on the right-hand side is at most 1, consider
which is a symmetric matrix whose trace is
Var (X T X) i,j ≥ 0.
Furthermore, the trace is zero if and only if all summands are zero, which occurs if and only if all components of x ∼ Q have no variance.
In words, the theorem shows that the excess variance V + of ridge regression approaches zero as λ → ∞, but it does so from the left (negative side) of zero. As we can have cases in which the excess bias is very small or even zero (for example, a null model like in our simulations below), we see that ErrR − ErrS = V + can be negative for ridge regression with a large level of regularization; this is a striking contrast to the behavior of this gap for least squares, where it is always nonnegative.
We finish by demonstrating this result empirically, using a simple simulation setup with p = 100 covariates drawn from Q = N (0, I), and training and test sets each of size n = 300. The underlying regression function was f (x) = E(y|x) = 0, i.e., there was no signal, and the errors were also standard normal. We drew training and test data from this simulation setup, fit ridge regression estimators to the training at various levels of λ, and calculated the ratio of the sample versions of the Random-X and Same-X integrated variances. We repeated this 100 times, and averaged the results. As shown in Figure 4 , for values of λ larger than about 250, the Random-X integrated variance is smaller than the Same-X integrated variance, and consequently the same is true of the prediction errors (as there is no signal, the Same-X and Random-X integrated biases are both zero). Also shown in the figure is the theoretical limiting ratio of the integrated variances according to Theorem 5, which in this case can be calculated from the properties of Wishart distributions to be n 2 p/(n 2 p + np 2 + np) ≈ 0.7481, and is in very good agreement with the empirical limiting ratio. Figure 4: Ratio of Random-X integrated variance to Same-X integrated variance for ridge regression as we vary the tuning parameter λ, in a simple problem setting with p = 100 covariates and training and test sets each of size n = 300. For values of λ larger than about 250, the ratio is smaller than 1, meaning the Random-X prediction variance is smaller than the Same-X prediction variance; as the integrated bias is zero in both settings, the same ordering also applies to the Random-X and Same-X prediction errors. The plotted curve is an average of the computed ratios over 100 repetitions, and the dashed lines (hard to see, because they are very close to the aforementioned curve) denote 95% confidence intervals over these repetitions. The red line is the theoretical limiting ratio of integrated variances due to Theorem 5, in good agreement with the simulation results.
Nonparametric regression estimators
We present a brief study of the excess bias and variance of some common nonparametric regression estimators. In Section 8, we give a high-level discussion of the view on the gap between Random-X and Same-X prediction errors from the perspective of empirical process theory, which is a topic that is well-studied by researchers in nonparametric regression.
Reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces
Consider an estimatorf n defined by the general-form functional optimization problem
where G is a function class and J is a roughness penalty on functions. Examples estimators of this form include the (cubic) smoothing spline estimator in p = 1 dimensions, in which G is the space of all functions that are twice differentiable and whose second derivative is in square integrable, and J(g) = g (t) 2 dt; and more broadly, reproducing kernel Hilbert space or RKHS estimators (in an arbitrary dimension p), in which G is an RKHS and J(g) = f G is the corresponding RKHS norm.
Provided thatf n defined by (9) is a linear smoother, which meansf n (x) = s(x) T Y for a weight function s : R p → R (that can and will generally also depend on X), we now show that the excess bias off n is always nonnegative. We note that this result applies to smoothing splines and RKHS estimators, since these are linear smoothers; it also covers ridge regression, and thus generalizes the result in Theorem 4.
Theorem 6. Forf n a linear smoother defined by a problem of the form (9), we have B + ≥ 0.
Proof. Let us introduce a test covariate matrix X 0 ∈ R n×p and associated response vector Y 0 ∈ R n , and write the excess bias in (4) as
Writingf n (x) = s(x) T Y for a weight function s : R p → R, let S(X) ∈ R n×n be a smoother matrix that has rows s(x 1 ), . . . , s(x n ). Thusf n (X) = S(X)Y , and by linearity, E(f n (X) | X) = S(X)f (X). This in fact means that we can express g n = E(f n |X), a function defined by g(x) = s(x)
T f (X), as the solution of an optimization problem of the form (9),
where we have rewritten the loss term in a more convenient notation. Analogously, if we denote bŷ f 0n the estimator of the form (9), but fit to the test data X 0 , Y 0 instead of the training data X, Y , and g 0n = E(f 0n |X 0 ), then
By virtue of optimality of g 0n for the problem in the last display, we have
where in the equality step we used the fact that X, X 0 are identical in distribution. Cancelling out the common term of E X J(g n ) from the the first and third expressions proves the result, because E(f n (X 0 ) | X, X 0 ) = g n (X 0 ) and E(f n (X) | X) = g n (X).
k-nearest-neighbors regression
Considerf n the k-nearest-neighbors or kNN regression estimator, defined bŷ
where N k (x) returns the indices of the k nearest points among x 1 , . . . , x n to x. It is immediate that the excess variance of kNN regression is zero.
Proposition 3. Forf n the kNN regression estimator, we have V + = 0.
Proof. Simply compute
by independence of y 1 , . . . , y n , and hence the points in the nearest neighbor set N k (x 1 ), conditional on X. Similarly,
On the other hand, the excess bias is not easily computable, and is not covered by Theorem 6, since kNN cannot be written as an estimator of the form (9) (though it is a linear smoother). The next result sheds some light on the nature of the excess bias.
Proposition 4. Forf n the kNN regression estimator, we have
where B n,k denotes the integrated Random-X prediction bias of the kNN estimator fit to a training set of size n, and with tuning parameter (number of neighbors) k.
and by definition,
where N −1 k−1 (x 1 ) gives the indices of the k − 1 nearest points among x 2 , . . . , x n to x 1 (which equals N k (x 1 ) as x 1 is trivially one of its own k nearest neighbors). Now notice that x 1 plays the role of the test point x 0 in the last display, and therefore,
The above proposition suggests that, for moderate values of k, the excess bias in kNN regression is likely positive. We are comparing the integrated Random-X bias of a kNN model with n training points and k neighbors to that of a model n − 1 points and k − 1 neighbors; for large n and moderate k, it seems that the former should be larger than the latter, and in addition, the factor of (1 − 1/k 2 ) multiplying the latter term makes it even more likely that the difference B n,k − (1 − 1/k 2 )B n−1,k−1 is positive. Rephrased, using the zero excess variance result of Proposition 3: the gap in Random-X and Same-X prediction errors, ErrR − ErrS = B n,k − (1 − 1/k 2 )B n−1,k−1 , is likely positive for large n and moderate k. Of course, this is not a formal proof; aside from the choice of k, the shape of the underlying mean function f (x) = E(y|x) obviously plays an important role here too. As a concrete problem setting, we might try analyzing the Random-X bias B n,k for f Lipschitz and a scaling for k such that k → ∞ but k/n → 0 as n → ∞, e.g., k √ n, which ensures consistency of kNN. Typical analyses provide upper bounds on the kNN bias in this problem setting (e.g., see Gyorfi et al. 2002) , but a more refined analysis would be needed to compare B n,k to B n−1,k−1 .
Discussion
We have proposed and studied a division of Random-X prediction error into components: the irreducible error σ 2 , the traditional (Fixed-X or Same-X) integrated bias B and integrated variance V components, and our newly defined excess bias B + and excess variance V + components, such that B + B + gives the Random-X integrated bias and V + V + the Random-X integrated variance. For least squares regression, we were able to quantify V + exactly when the covariates are normal and asymptotically when they are drawn from a linear transformation of a product distribution, leading to our definition of RCp. To account for unknown error variance σ 2 , we defined RCp based on the usual plug-in estimate, which turns out to be asymptotically identical to GCV, giving this classic method a novel interpretation. To account for B + (when σ 2 is known and the distribution Q of the covariates is well-behaved), we defined RCp + , by leveraging a Random-X bias estimate implicit to OCV. We also briefly considered methods beyond least squares, proving that B + is nonnegative in all settings considered, while V + can become negative in the presence of heavy regularization. We reflect on some issues surrounding our findings and possible directions for future work.
Ability of RCp to account for bias. An intriguing phenomenon that we observe is the ability of RCp/Sp and its close (asymptotic) relative GCV to deal to some extent with B + in estimating Random-X prediction error, through the inflation it performs on the squared training residuals. For GCV in particular, where recall GCV = RSS/(n(1 − γ)
2 ), we see that this inflation a simple form: if the linear model is biased, then the squared bias component in each residual is inflated by 1/(1−γ)
2 . Comparing this to the inflation that OCV performs, which is 1/(1 − h ii ) 2 , on the ith residual, for i = 1, . . . , n, we can interpret GCV as inflating the bias for each residual by some "averaged" version of the elementwise factors used by OCV. As OCV provides an almost-unbiased estimate of B + for Random-X prediction, GCV can get close when the diagonal elements h ii , i = 1, . . . , n do not vary too wildly. When they do vary greatly, GCV can fail to account for B + , as in the circled region in Figure 3 .
Alternative bias-variance decompositions. The integrated terms we defined are expectations of conditional bias and variance terms, where we conditioned on both training and testing covariates X, x 0 . One could also consider other conditioning schemes, leading to different decompositions. An interesting option would be to condition on the prediction point x 0 only and calculate the bias and variance unconditional on the training points X before integrating, as in
definitions of (excess) bias and (excess) variance would be possible even for least squares regression. Investigating the tractability of this approach and any insights it might offer is an interesting topic for future study.
Alternative definitions of prediction error. The overall goal in our work was to estimate the prediction error, defined as ErrR = E X,Y,x0,y0 (y 0 −f n (x 0 )) 2 , the squared error integrated over all of the random variables available in training and testing. Alternative definitions have been suggested by some authors. Breiman and Spector (1992) generalized the Fixed-X setting in a manner that led them to define E Y,x0,y0 [(y 0 −f n (x 0 )) 2 | X] as the prediction error quantity of interest, which can be interpreted as the Random-X prediction error of a Fixed-X model. Hastie et al. (2009) emphasized the importance of the quantity E x0,y0 [(y 0 −f n (x 0 )) 2 | X, Y ], which is the out-of-sample error of the specific model we have trained on the given training data X, Y . Of these two alternate definitions, the second one is more interesting in our opinion, but investigating it rigorously requires a different approach than what we have developed here.
Alternative types of cross-validation. Our exposition has concentrated on comparing OCV to generalized covariance penalty methods. We have not discussed other cross-validation approaches, in particular, K-fold cross-validation (KCV) method with K n (e.g., K = 5 or 10). A supposedly well-known problem with OCV is that its estimates of prediction error have very high variance; we indeed observe this phenomenon in our simulations (and for least squares estimation, the analytical form of OCV clarifies the source of this high variance). There are some claims in the literature that KCV can have lower variance than OCV (Hastie et al. 2009 , and others), and should be considered as the preferred CV variant for estimation of Random-X prediction error. Systematic investigations of this issue for least squares regression such as Burman (1989) ; Arlot and Celisse (2010) actually reach the opposite conclusion-that high variance is further compounded by reducing K. Our own simulations also support this view (results not shown), therefore we do not consider KCV to be an important benchmark to consider beyond OCV.
Model selection for prediction. Our analysis and simulations have focused on the accuracy of prediction error estimates provided by various approaches. We have not considered their utility for model selection, i.e., for identifying the best predictive model, which differs from model evaluation in an important way. A method can do well in the model selection task even when it is inaccurate or biased for model evaluation, as long as such inaccuracies are consistent across different models and do not affect its ability to select the better predictive model. Hence the correlation of model evaluations using the same training data across different models plays a central role in model selection performance. An investigation of the correlation between model evaluations that each of the approaches we considered here creates is of major interest, and is left to future work.
Semi-supervised settings. Given the important role that the marginal distribution Q of x plays in evaluating Random-X prediction error (as expressed, e.g., in Theorems 2 and 3), it is of interest to consider situations where, in addition to the training data, we have large quantities of additional observations with x only and no response y. In the machine learning literature this situation is often considered under then names semi-supervised learning or transductive learning. Such data could be used, e.g., to directly estimate the excess variance from expressions like (7).
General view from empirical process theory. This paper was focused in large part on estimating or bounding the excess bias and variance in specific problem settings, which led to estimates or bounds on the gap in Random-X and Same-X prediction error, as ErrR − Err = B + + V + . This gap is indeed a familiar concept to those well-versed in the theory of nonparametric regression, and roughly speaking, standard results from empirical process theory suggest that we should in general expect ErrR − ErrS to be small, i.e., much smaller than either of ErrR or ErrS to begin with. The connection is as follows. Note that
where we are using standard notation from nonparametric regression for "population" and "empirical" norms, · L2(Q) and · L2(Qn) , respectively. For an appropriate function class G, empirical process theory can be used to control the deviations between g L2(Q) and g L2(Qn) , uniformly over all functions g ∈ G. Such uniformity is important, because it gives us control on the difference in population and empirical norms for the (random) function g = f −f n (provided of course this function lies in G). This theory applies to finite-dimensional G (e.g., linear functions, which would be relevant to the case when f is assumed to be linear andf n is chosen to be linear), and even to infinite-dimensional classes G, provided we have some understanding of the entropy or Rademacher complexity of G (e.g., this is true of Lipschitz functions, which would be relevant to the analysis of k-nearest-neighbors regression or kernel estimators).
Under appropriate conditions, we typically find E X,Y | f −f n 2 L2(Q) − f −f n 2 L2(Qn) | = O(C n ), where C n is the L 2 (Q) convergence rate off n to f . This is even true in an asymptotic setting in which p grows with n (so C n here gets replaced by C n,p ), but such high-dimensional results usually require more restrictions on the distribution Q of covariates. The takeaway message: in most cases wheref n is consistent with rate C n , we should expect to see the gap being ErrR − ErrS = O(C n ), whereas ErrR, ErrS ≥ σ 2 , so the difference in Same-X and Random-X prediction error is quite small (as small as the Same-X and Random-X risk) compared to these prediction errors themselves; said differently, we should expect to see B + , V + being of the same order (or smaller than) B, V . It is worth pointing out that several interesting aspects of our study really lie outside what can be inferred from empirical process theory. One aspect to mention is the precision of the results: in some settings we can characterize B + , V + individually, but (as described above), empirical process theory would only provide a handle on their sum. Moreover, for least squares regression estimators, with p/n converging to a nonzero constant, we are able to characterize the exact asymptotic excess variance under some conditions on Q (essentially, requiring Q to be something like a rotation of a product distribution), in Theorem 3; note that this is a problem setting in which least squares is not consistent, and could not be treated by standard results empirical process theory.
Lastly, empirical process theory tells us nothing about the sign of
or its expectation under P (which equals ErrR − ErrS = B + + V + , as described above). This 1-bit quantity is of interest to us, since it tells us if the Same-X (in-sample) prediction error is optimistic compared to the Random-X (out-of-sample) prediction error. Theorems 1, 4, 5, 6 and Propositions 3, 4 all pertain to this quantity.
